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O. Inb"odu~ion 
In the present work we study a proper subclass (the polynomial functions) of the 
diophant~ne functions and obtain some undecidability results for certain problems 
of injet:twity, surjecfivity, and bijectivity of such functions. 
Dio9hantine problems constitute one of the oldest studies of Mathematics. 
Diopaantine functions, and in particular, polynomial function,,., play an important 
role in Computer Science. Inde, ed, it follows from the work of Davis, Putnam, 
Robinson [3] and Matijasevic [6], that a function is diophantine if and only if it is 
partial recursive. Thus, if we asst,me the availability of an arlgitrary amount of time 
and memor% the class of diophantine functions is precisely the class of functions 
calculable by computers. 
The view that partial recur,Aveness constitutes calculability has another 
,mportant eonscq:,ence, in that the, family of undecidable problems cor.stitutes an 
unattainable upper bound of the capability of the computer. In this sense, any 
undeeidabl~ result has a kind of "metacomputational" consequence in Computer 
Science. 
Decidability, that is, the existence of "effective" procedures or algorithms has 
been o,'; mu(h concern in the devele, pments of some mathematical theories. ~he 
invest~.gation through several centuries of a general solution of the algebraic e,:|~ta- 
tions ef deg~'ee n in one variable, proved fruitless b} a result of E. Galois, is ~hc 
search of a conexistent algorithm of the simplest ype (a formula); in some sense i: 
was ar~ undecidable question. More recently, Matijasevic [6] has shown theft the 
prol~lem ef determining of an arbitrarily given polynomial over ':he iatc~cr',. 
whether o: t~tot i has integral roots is undecidable, i.e., there i,s no general algorithm 
to 6,ete, rmim', the existence of integral roots. This settled the famous Tenth Prob!cn~ 
of Hilber'[. A very lucid account of the solulion of this problem is given in [2]. 
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In contrast to this negative resul:t, we mention several decidable results: 
(i) There ,ire well-known algo_',ithms to find the rationali roots of a polynomial 
in one variable over the rationals and to decide, using the Euclidean algorithm, the 
existence of multiple roots of a polynomial in one variable. 
(ii) There are a lgor i~s  (classically referred to as rules or criteria) of 
Sturm, Fourier, a,d Descartes which provide information on the number of 
;,,~ interval of one polynomial in one positive and negativ~ roots ¢~nta .... ~ in an 
variable. 
(iii) There is an algorithm, due to Kronecker, to factorize a polynomial in eny 
number of variables ovei the integers (see [15, p. 77]). 
(iv) It is known [4] that there are just two polynomials in two variables of degree 
two, namely 
f(x, y) = ½(x +yXx +y+ 1)+{x or y}, 
which map pairs of nonnegative integers bijectively into the nonnegative integers 
and that there are no such polynomials of degree three or four. 
Rosenberg's previous work on "extendible arrays" [10, 11, 12, 13, and 14] 
illustrates t~e attractiveness of certain polynomial functions (namely, those which 
map tuples of natural numbers either injectively or bijectively to the natural 
numbers) as storage allocation schemes for multidimensional a~rays. Thus, there is 
some motivation ~or trying to determine the class of a!! polynomials which map 
tuples of natural numbers either injectively or bijectively to the nonnegative 
integers. In particular, do there exist algorffhms whereby it can be determined of an 
arbitrarily given polynomial P in m variables, whether or riot P maps m-tuples of 
natural numbers injectively or bijectively to the natural numbers? We show that in 
the case of injectivity, the answer is negative. In the case of bijectivity, we show that 
there is no algorithm whereby it csa be determined of an arbitrarily given "strongly 
diophantine" function, whether or not it maps m-tuples of natural numbers bijec- 
tively to the natural numbers. 
Throughout the paper, N, Z, O, and R denote the sets of nonnegative integers, 
the integers, the rationals, and the reals, respectively. The term "polynomial" 
means, unless indicated otherwise, one with coefficients in R. 
Given A, B ~{N, Z}, we consider the following problems: Do there exist 
algorithms to determine of ~n arbitrarily given polynomial P(x~,...,  X,n), whether 
or not: (1) P: A " -, B?, (2) P:  A ~ -* B surjectively?, (3) P:  A ,n -* B injectively?, (4) 
P:  A m -., B bijectively?. We show that the a~v,er for the first problem is affirmative 
if B = Z, but negative if B = N. For the : cnr..d and third problems the answer ~, 
negative ven for polynomial ~over Z. Aft of the unsolvable cases are obtained by 
proving that Hilbert's Tenth is reducible to the given problem. We have not been 
able ~ settle the fourth problem, but we do show it to be undecidable for "strongly 
diophantine" function, s. 
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1. Problems related to the range of polynomial maps 
We show that the problem of determining of an arbitrarily given polynomial 
P(xx , . . . ,  x,,),  whether or not P (Z" )c  Z and P(N") , : :  Z ar'e decidable, whereas 
the problems of determining whether or eat P(Z" )cN and P(N" )c  N are 
undeciOable. These results are immediate consequences of known results. 
For any function f in m variables we define the Oill:erence operators D~,, i = 
!, "~ m, by 
D. , j (X l , . . .  , x , , )=f (x l , . . . ,  1 +x i , . . . ,  x, , ) - fO: l , . . .  ,a, ..... , x,,). 
Also for nonnegative integers i~ , . . . ,  i~. define 
i .  ~,  i.,. a 
Len',ma I . L  A po lynomia l  P(X1 , . . . ,  x, , )  maps Z"  (or N" )  to Z if and only if it is 
o f  the form 
P(x l , .  • . ,  x=) = ~ ail ..... i,, i l i,, ' 
a,i, ,.. is an integer and l \[X} = x (x -1 )  . . . (x -  ' + l ) / i '  where each 
"" \ l i  " 
Proof. See [1]. (The case m = 1 follows also from results of [5] or 171.) [] 
Theorem 1.2. There is a decision vroced,,- ,  ,,,t,,,,.o~,., given any polynomial  
P (x , ,  . . . , x,,,. ) wad S = N"  or S = Z" ,  it can be determined whether or not P(S)c  Z. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.1, ~:aking into account hat 
any polynomial has a decomposition of the type in the above lemma with 
coefficients (noaneeessarily integers) given by 
a i :  . . . .  i . ,  =" Oi~ ..... imP(O, . . . ,  0). [] 
Theorem 1.3. The problem of  determining of  a polyr,'omial P with integral 
coefficiieats, whether or not P(S)c  N is undecidable for S = N or 5 --= Z. 
Proof. Note that for any polynomial P(x l  . . . . .  x,,,) with it~tegral coefficients and 
any set S c Z, the following sentences are equivalent: 
(1) (~tX l , . . . , xm~S)(P (x l , . . . , x , , )#O) ,  
(2) (p2  1)(Sin)= N. 
An e~..Tect~v,::: procedure to determine for an)polyp, ,m~at 0 whcther ~r n,:~ 
Q(S)cN,  would provide an effective procedure, via the ~tbove qui,~alence u, 
determine ~.he xistence of S-valued zeros of P and this is a contradictio~ for S = Z 
or S = N b,.'cause of the unsolvability of Hilbert's Tent',, Problem. !-1 
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2. Problems of surjectivity 
We show that the problems of deter,,r.-,~h:, of .an arbitrarily given polynomial 
PtXl , ,  xm), whether or not Pi(N m) or '" f,"~) " . . ,  ~,,~ is N or Z are all undecidable. 
2.1. I[  S is a set o[ integers which includes at least a prime p then the 
sentences 
(1) (3xt,  . . . ,xm ~SXP(x l ,  . . . , xm)=O)~ 
(2) (Vy ~ SX."]Xl, • • •, x,,,, z ~ S)(y = z(1 + 8p6(x l , . . . ,  xm))) are equivalent 
Proof. Suppot~e (2) holds and apply it for y = p. We b~ve p = c(1 + 8p6). Taking 
into aecoum that 1 + 2p 2 divides 1 + 8P 6 it is easy to conclude, p = c and P = 0, 
hence (1) holds. The other implication is trivial. [3 
l~teorem 2.2. ~e  problem o[ determining oi' an arbitrarily given polynomiai 
P(xt,  . . . ,x , . )  ow;r Z and[or A ~ {Z ' ,  N '} ,  B ~{Z, N}, wkether or not P (A)= B i.~ 
undecidable. 
PmoL This theorem for the case A = Z" ,  B = Z, ha~ been already proved in [8]. 
Our proof is much simpler, since: it make~ use of the unsolvability of Hilberfs Tenth 
Prob?em, a result not known at the time of the cited paper. 
5. welLknown result of Lagrange stablishes that any positive integer is the sum 
of four ~uares and this gives a surjective polynomial map of Z 4" onto N" .  The 
polynomial x~-x2 provides a surjective map of N x N onto  ~ aad a!~o a surjective 
polynomial map of N 2= onto Z m. Moreover, if f is any surjective map the 
composite h o ]" is surjeetive if and only if h is surjeetive. 
The above facts allow us to assume without loss that whenever A = Z = then 
B = Z and whenever A = N"  then B = N, and in both cases the theorem is an 
immed.:ate consequence of the unsolvability of Hilbert's Tenth Problem and the 
above lemma for S = Z and S = N. D 
3. Pcoblems of injeetiviiy 
We show that the problem cf determinin~ of an arbitrarily given polynomial over 
Z, whether or not its restriction to N"  or Z ~ is injective, is undecidablc. 
We begin by defining for each m = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a polync~mial Fro(x1,. . . ,  x,,,) such 
that: 0) Fm(Zm)cN,  (i;) the restriction of F,, to Z m is injective, and (iii) 
F,,(0, 0 , . . .  ,0 )= 0. ~t  
J(x, y) = ½(x + y)(x ÷ r + I )+ x. 
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It is well-known that J" N x N ~ N is a bijection. Now defint, inductively, J~(x) : :  
x , J , ,+ l (xa , . . .  ,Xm+I )=J (x l ,  J , ,(X2, "'" ,Xm. l ) ) .  It iS immediate that J,," N~-~ N i,~ 
a bijeetion and that 3 ; . (0 , . . . ,  0)= 0. Now let f (x )= 2x 2 -x .  Th,: restriction of f to 
Z is injective and f (Z )c  N. We take 
Fm(X l ,  ° . . , xm) - "  Jm( / (X l ) ,  . . . , f (Xm)) .  
Now for any function g" Z"  -+ Z, define 
gp(Xl ,  . . . , X~):= F~+ x(g 2, x lg  z, . . . , x,.,g2). 
Note that gF takes nonnegative values. 
Lemma 3.1. For  any  set S o f  integers, the fo l low ing  sentences are equivaleni  : 
(1) (:lx~, . . . , x~ ~S) (gr (x~,  . . . , x,,,)= 0), 
(2) ( : lx~,. . . ,  x,. ~ S) (g(Xl, . . . .  Xm) ' -  0). 
Moreover ,  i f  gv (x  1, . . . , xm) i5 not injective on S ' ,  then (2) holds. 
ProoL The equivalence of (1) and (2) is an immediate consequence of the 
definitions. Now suppose that gF is not injective on S". The injectivity of F,,+~ 
impl~s that foi a~, . . . .  a,,. b l , . . . ,  b,, in S with ai :~ bi for some j, we have 
aig2(a~, . . . , a, , )= big2(bl, . . . , bin), 
g2(a l , . . . ,a , , )=g2(b~, . . .  , b,,,), 
and therefc~re, g(a l ,  . • •,  a , , )  = O. [] 
Lemma 3.2.  For  q=l ,2 ,  . . . .  let Gq(x )=x(x -1 ) ' " (x -q )  • 
G~(b) ,  a, b~Nand O~a <b,  imply  a, b~{O,  1, . . . ,q}  
Then G,.(a )= 
Proof, If ¢ <a<b then Gq(a)<Gq(b)  and if O<~a-<q<b then O=G. (a )  and 
G.(b ) # O. 
L~mmt,~ 3.3. For  q= 1,2 , . . . , l e t  Hq(x)=(x  + 1) (x - l ) . . .  (x -q ) .  Then Hq(a)= 
Hq(b) ,a ,b~Nand O<-a<b,  imply  a, b~{1, 2 , . . . ,q} .  
Proof. If a =0,  then Hq(a)#O,b>q,  and 
! / - lq (b ) l=(b+i ) (b -1 ) . " (b -q )>(b+l )q (q - l}" '2"  1 
> I ( -q) ( -q  + 1)" - ( -2 ) ( -  1)i = iH,,(a)i, 
a contradiction. If a >q,  it is immediate that Hq(a)< Hq(b) ,  a coatradiction. The 
proof is now immediate. [] 
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3.4. For any set S of  integers and any in]ective map h: S ~ -. N we have: 
(1) Gq o h is in]ective if and only if im h I", {0, 1 , . , . ,  q} has at most one element. 
(2) Hq o h is in]ecti~ if and only if im h f ) {1, 2 , . . . ,  q} has at most one element. 
(3) I f  6", o h is not injective and H, o h is in]ective, then 0 ~ im h. 
~ .  Parts (1)and (2)are immediate (onsequences of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. Part 
(3) is an easy consequence of (1) and (2"j. I-I 
Theorem 3.$. Let S be a set of integer,, g" S ~ -. Z a map and (a 1 , . . . ,  am) an 
element o rs  m s~ch tl~,at g(a l , .  . . , am)> 0. Then g has zeros in S m if and only if one 
of  the following conditions holds" 
(1) gp : Sm . ,  N is no; in]ective. 
(2) T~,~re xists a natural numberr, 1 <~r ~- g~.(al, . . . ,  an,), such that G, o gpis r~,~ 
injective and H, o gF is~i,~jective. 
Proob Denote q=g(ax , . . . ,am) .  Suppose that for some (b~, . . . ,bm)  of S m, 
g (b! , . . . ,  b, )=0 and g~ is injective. Then 0 and q are in im gF and by Lemma 
3.4(1) g~ o g~, is not injective. Therefore, d r is the smallest positive integer such 
that G,  ~ gF is not injective, 1 ~ r ~ gF(a~, . . . ,  an,). By I.emma 3.4(1), the fact that 0 
is in im gr, and the minimality of r, we have that im gv fl {0, 1 , . . . ,  r} = {0, r}, so 
that, im gF N{1, . . . ,  r} = {r} and by I~emma 3.4(2), H, o gF is injective. 
Suppose now l:hat g satisfies (1), that is, g~ is not injective. Then Lemma 3.1 
proves that g has one zero in S". Ne:ct, suppose that gF is injective and satisfies (2). 
Then Lemma :;.4(3) implies that 0 i.i ir,~ im gp and by Lemma 3.1, g has a zero ~r~ 
S '~. [] 
C ~ ~  3.6. The problems Of determining of an arbitrary polynomial 
P(Xl, . . . , xm) over Z, whether o., not P is injective on N ~ or Z m are undecidable. 
!~eoL The decidability of determining the injectivity of polynomials over Z is 
equivalent to that of polynomials ,aver O. Set, pose that there is a decision pro- 
ce~lure for determining of an arbitrary polynomial P(x l , . . . ,  x,,,) over Z, whether 
or not P is injective on S". Theorem 3.5 would then yield the algorithm indicated 
in Fig. 1 to determine, whether or riot a polynomial P has zeros in S m, in contradic- 
tion to the unsolvability of Hilbert's Tenth Problem,: whenever S = N or S = Z. [] 
Corolhlry 3.7. The problems of 
P(~ t, . . . .  xm ) over Z, whether or not 
(1) P maps Z m injectively to Z, 
(2) P maps N m injectively tc Z, 
(3) P maps Z ~" in/ectively to N, 
(4) P maps N m in]ectively to N, 
are ell ,,,ndecidable. 
determining of an arbitrary polynomial 
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nO 
Fig. 1. Flow Chart. 
Proo| .  Parts. (1) and (2) are immediate consequences of Corollary 3.6. Now notice 
that in the algorithm given in the proof of the preceding corollary it is sufficient o 
determir~e the injectivity of PF, G,. o PF, and G, o P,F. The images of PF, G, o P~ + r !, 
and H,  o PF + (r + 1)i are contained in N, the injectivity of G, o PF + r! is equivalent 
to the iniectiw~ty of (7, o PF and the injectivity of H, o p~ + (r + 1)! is equivalent o 
that of/q~ o T',~ I--] 
4. P~b~'ms ot b i ject i~ty 
A (no; necessarily total) function f :NmoN is diophantine if there exists a 
polynomial P(x~, . . . ,  x,,, y, z~, . . . ,  z , )  such that y =f (x~, . . . ,  xm) if and only if 
(3z1 , . . .  , z ,  eN) (P (x l , . . .  ,xm, y, z~ . . . . .  z,) = 0). 
It is not difficult to show, using a result of [9], that the problem of determining of 
an arbitrary diophantine function f of m variables, whether or not f maps N"' 
bijectively to N is undecidable, ti~ this section we obtain a stronger ~c~,;uK~ fl~r ,~ 
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proper subclass of the diophantine functions, which we term "strongly diophan- 
fine". However, the problem c,f deeding for an arbitrary polynomial P(x ~,. . . ,  Xm) 
whether or not P maps An' onto B bijectively is left open for A, B e {N, Z}. 
A function f :N" -~N is strongly diophantine, if there is a polynomial 
P(xl , . . . ,xm, y) over Z such that y=f(x~,. . . ,x, . . )  if and  only if 
P(xl , . . . ,xm, y)=O. Clearly, any polynomial map is a strongly diophantine 
function, but there are total strongly diophantine functions which are not poly- 
nomials. Thus, define f :  N 2--, N by the relation, y = f(x) if and only if 
(y -x  + 1)(y +x-  1)=0. 
Then, f(0)----1, and if x >0, f(x)= x-  1. There is no polynomial P(x) such that 
P(x)= f(x). Moreover, not every diophantine function is strongly diophantine. A
simple example of such a function is the following. Take f(0)= 1, f(x)= x for x ~ 0. 
Then, y = f(x) if and only if 
(3u c N) I ( (u -z  + 1)2 + (y-x)2)fx2 + (y - 1)2=0]. 
H¢wever, f is not strongly diophantine. For suppose that y = f(x) if and only i~" 
P(x, y)=6 for some polynomial P(x, y). Then there exist polynomials q(x, y) and 
-(x) over Z such that, 
P(x, y)=(y-x)q(x ,  y)+r(x) 
Now let a ~ 1. Then a = [(a) and so 0 = P(a, a) = r(a). Thus r(x) is identically equalr 
to 0 and P(x, y)= (y-x)q(x, y), P(1, 1)=0 so that f(1)= 1, a contradiction. 
"flteorem 4,1. The problem of determining of an arbitrarily given strongly diophan- 
tine function f: N ~ -~ N, whether or not f is bijective is undecidable. 
Proof. Let Jm be the polynomial over O which maps N"  bijectively onto N 
t%fined in the beginning of Section 3. Let d be the least common denominator of 
tile coefficients of Ym. For any polynomial P(x l , . . . ,  xm), let fp be the strongly 
diophantine function defined by y = fp(x 1, . . . ,  Xm, z) if and only if 
(dy - -  d~m~Xl ,  ~  . . .  , Xm))2 -1 - (p2(X l ,  • • • , Xm) - -  1 - z) 2 = O. 
It is easy to prove that fp is injective. Moreover the sentences 
(1) (Vx~, . . . ,xm)¢NXP(x l , . . . ,xm)~O, 
(2) (Vy  NX3!x , . . . , x,,)(y =fF(x1 ,  . . . z ) ) ,  
are equivalent. Clearly, (1) impl!ies (2). Suppose now that 12) holds and 
P(a l , . . . ,  am)= 0. Take b =J,,(al, .... , a,,) and b =fp(u l , . . . ,  Urn, C). It iS easy ~t~ 
prove that a~ = ut, i = 1, 2, . . . .  m sc, that c = -1, a contradiction. 
Con~uent ly,  the prublent of determining of an arb.~trary strongly diophantine 
fus ion ,  whether or not it is bijective is undeeidable, since otherwiise there would 
exist an a~godthm for Hitbe~'~ Tenth Froblem. 
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